For people suffering from severe paralysis, communication can be difficult or nearly impossible. Technology systems called brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) are being developed to assist these people with communication by using their brain activity to control a computer without any muscle activity. To benefit the development of BCIs that employ neural activity related to speech, we investigated if neural activity patterns related to different articulator movements can be distinguished from each other. We recorded with electrocorticography (ECoG), the neural activity related to different articulator movements in 4 epilepsy patients and classified which articulator participants moved based on the sensorimotor cortex activity patterns. The same was done for different movement directions of a single articulator, the tongue. In both experiments highly accurate classification was obtained, on average 92% for different articulators and 85% for different tongue directions. Furthermore, the data show that only a small part of the sensorimotor cortex is needed for classification (ca. 1 cm 2 ). We show that recordings from small parts of the sensorimotor cortex contain information about different articulator movements which might be used for BCI control. Our results are of interest for BCI systems that aim to decode neural activity related to (actual or attempted) movements from a contained cortical area.
decoding from perisylvian regions combined, including auditory cortex responding to the generated speech 17 . Given lack of auditory feedback in LIS, an earlier functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study by Bleichner et al. 18 investigated the sensorimotor cortex neural activity patterns selectively for isolated movements of different articulators (larynx, tongue, lips and jaw) and showed that these can be distinguished (i.e. classified) from each other with high accuracy (ca. 90%). However, in contrast to fMRI, which measures throughout the whole depth of the SMC (where electrodes for BCI implants cannot reach), ECoG measures from the surface of the cortex and it remains to be determined therefore if similar accuracy levels can be achieved for articulator movement classification using ECoG surface electrodes. In addition, it has been suggested that during speech different positions of the same articulator result in different SMC activity patterns 19, 20 , although more research is needed to investigate the extent of this.
Therefore, we investigated if movements of different articulators (lips, tongue, jaw, larynx), but also different movements of the same articulator can be distinguished from one another based on sensorimotor cortex activity with ECoG recordings. For the latter we chose the tongue since this is an important articulator in differentiating sounds 21, 22 and it can be predicted which sound somebody said based solely on information about tongue position 23 . Furthermore, the tongue can easily be moved in different directions. In addition, we investigated which SMC areas contained the most information about different articulator and tongue movements. Finally, as it is important to minimize electrode-grid sizes to keep surgical risks low, we investigated the minimal grid size at which accurate classification was possible.
We analysed high density ECoG recordings from the sensorimotor cortex of 4 participants with epilepsy. A template matching classification method with 10-fold cross-validation was used to classify different articulator movements and different tongue movement directions based on spatial or spatio-temporal SMC activity patterns. We focused on high-frequency band (HFB; 60-130 Hz) power changes in the SMC, since HFB power has been shown to correlate well with articulator movements 24, 25 and has been linked to neural firing [26] [27] [28] .
Methods
Participants. Four patients (A-D, age 19-41 y; median 34.5 y, 2 females) participated in this study, while they were treated in the University Medical Center Utrecht for epilepsy. Subdural clinical-ECoG electrodes (interelectrode distance 1 cm) were implanted sub-chronically (subject A, B and D) or were used during awake surgery (subject C) to record neural signals for clinical purposes. For research purposes, a non-clinical high-density (HD) electrode grid was placed (sub-chronically or temporarily during awake surgery) over a clinically non-relevant area (the sensorimotor cortex) with the consent of the participants. HD electrodes were 1 or 1.17 mm in diameter with a 3-or 4-mm inter-electrode distance ( Table 1 ). For the current study, only signals recorded with the HD electrodes were used in the analyses.
This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (2013) and was approved by the ethics committee of the University Medical Center Utrecht. Written informed consent was given by all subjects.
Tasks. The participants performed two tasks. First, we wanted to see if we could replicate earlier fMRI findings by Bleichner et al. 18 showing that movements of different articulators can be classified from SMC neural activity. Therefore, in the first task (the ' Articulator Task'), subjects were asked to make four different articulator movements. The movements were (1) pursing the lips, (2) clenching the teeth, (3) moving the tongue from left to right behind the teeth, (4) making a 'mmm' sound. These movements involve the lips, jaw, tongue and larynx, respectively, and were chosen to be similar to those used by Bleichner and colleagues 18 . For the patients with subchronic electrode implants, the task was presented on a computer screen at a comfortable distance from the participants. During the intraoperative recordings, the task was presented on a tablet that was attached to a pole such that it was clearly visible to the participant. A trial started with a 1500 ms visual cue, being the Dutch word 'lippen' (lips), 'tanden' (teeth), 'tong' (tongue), or 'mmm' . This visual cue instructed the subjects to start the movement and hold it for as long as the cue was visible. Movement trials were interleaved with rest trials, indicated by a '-' symbol, in which the subject was instructed not to move and keep the articulators in a comfortable, neutral position. Trials were followed by an inter-trial interval of 1500 ms (subjects A, B & D) or 2000 ms (subject C) during which a fixation cross was presented. Each movement was repeated 20 times in random order as were the rest trials (20 in total). Table 1 . Recording details. In the top section, we show which subject did which task. In the bottom section, we indicate per subject the details of the electrode grids.
In the second task (the 'Tongue Task'), the subjects were instructed to make four different tongue movements inside the mouth. The movements were (1) up, (2) down, (3) left and (4) right from rest position. This task was similar to the first task except that the visual cues now were arrows pointing in each direction. During the rest trials, subjects were instructed not to move the tongue in any specific direction but keep it in a comfortable position at the bottom of the mouth cavity.
Some subjects performed some additional runs of the experiments, see Table 1 . Subject C only performed one task (the Articulator Task) due to limited time in the intraoperative setting. Subjects A & B performed the Tongue Task also once with the tongue outside the mouth during which they continuously stuck out their tongue and moved it in the indicated direction.
Data acquisition & preprocessing. The sampling frequency of the neural signal recordings was 512 Hz (subject A; Micromed, Treviso, Italy) or 2000 Hz (subjects B, C & D; Blackrock Microsystems LLC, Salt Lake City, USA). In total, we recorded from 64 electrodes for subject A and from 128 electrodes for subjects B-D. For all subjects except subject C, the electrode positions were identified from a post-operative computed tomography (CT) scan and were subsequently plotted over a 3D surface of the subjects pre-operative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan 29, 30 . For subject C, there was no CT scan as the data was recorded intraoperatively and electrode positions were determined using the correlation between the HFB power pattern over the grid (during rest) and the underlying anatomical structure (e.g. the location of sulci or blood vessels) to estimate the electrode positions. This method has been validated for localization of HD electrodes 31 .
We used Matlab software (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) for all data analysis. First, flat or noisy electrodes were removed from further analysis similar as in Salari et al. 32 . For the remaining electrodes, we applied a notch filter for the removal of line noise and harmonics thereof. For removal of any remaining artefacts, a common-average re-referencing was applied. Subsequently, we used a Gabor wavelet 33 to calculate the high frequency band (60-130 Hz) power per sample point for each included electrode. The Gabor wavelet was calculated with a full width half maximum (fwhm) of 4 wavelets per frequency in bins of 1 Hz for all frequencies between 60 and 130 Hz. The Gabor wavelet results were subsequently log transformed (10*log10) and averaged over frequencies to create the HFB power signal per electrode. Finally, we determined for each electrode if it was responsive to the task. To that purpose, we computed, per included electrode, the r 2 -value by correlating the mean activity levels during active periods (from cue until the end of a trial) and rest periods (rest trials) with the task design. This was done for each movement separately. We determined the significance level of the r 2 -value of each electrode by using a Monte Carlo distribution (shuffling active and rest labels using 10.000 permutations, Alpha = 0.05, false discovery rate corrected). This was done once with all trials to determine the spatial activity pattern for each movement and again for electrode selection during classification but only on the training set due to the 10-fold cross-validation procedure (see below for details). Electrodes that did not show a significant HFB power response to any of the movements of a task were removed from analysis of that task. For classification, we used a 10-fold cross-validation, meaning that for each cross-validation iteration we selected the significant electrodes only based on the training set (not including the test trials). By doing so, the electrodes that were non-responsive to the task were excluded only on the basis of the training set. This was done to make sure that feature selection and model training was not affected by the test set (the trials that had to be classified).
Classification procedures.
For classification, we used a template matching procedure (see below for details) that is similar to what has been used successfully before for the classification of speech sounds and hand gestures 7, 15 . First, we smoothed the signal of each electrode with a moving average window of 0.5 seconds around each sample point, which has been shown previously to be an optimal setting for classification of movements from ECoG neural recordings 34 . Note that analyses with shorter smoothing kernels (down to 0.1 seconds) did not improve classification results and are therefore not presented here. Next, we z-scored the smoothed signal and epoched the result in trials of 2 seconds, each starting at cue onset. We then performed two types of template matching classification procedures with a 10-fold cross-validation as explained below.
First, we discarded time and created a spatial power template for each of the movements by averaging the power signal of each electrode over the whole trial period (i.e. spatial classification). Subsequently, for the 10-fold cross-validation, trials were split into 10 equal sets of trials (each set containing 8 trials, 2 of each class) and each set was taken out of the total data set once and used for classification, while the remaining trials were used for creating the spatial templates of the four conditions by averaging (per electrode) the values of all remaining trials within one class. These templates were then correlated with the trials that were taken out and the template with the highest correlation to each trial was chosen in a winner-takes-all fashion. This was repeated until all sets were classified. Finally, the classification accuracy for each set was calculated by counting the number of correctly classified trials divided by the total number of trials. We then calculated the mean accuracy and standard deviation over cross-validation iterations.
Second, to investigate whether including temporal information would lead to better classification scores, we repeated the classification procedure method but without averaging the power over the trial period, thereby including temporal information in the classification (i.e. spatio-temporal classification).
Anatomical localization of informative electrodes.
To investigate where exactly the most informative electrodes for articulator and tongue movement classification were located, we used a random search procedure in which we randomly chose a subset of electrodes to classify from and repeated this 5000 times. Subsequently, for each electrode we calculated what the average accuracy was if that electrode was part of the electrode set. These scores were subsequently z-scored to find the hotspots of electrodes that were the most informative. We investigated how the number of iterations for this procedure influenced the final pattern of most informative electrodes by determining the informative-electrode-pattern at each iteration and subsequently calculating the www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ mean correlation of that pattern with the pattern of all subsequent iterations. This shows how much the pattern changes with each extra iteration. That is, with only a few iterations the result will be highly variable since only a few of the possible electrode combinations have been tested. However, with more iterations, the result will differ less with the result of the previous iteration as more electrode combinations have been tested. The less the pattern changes, the more reliable the pattern result is. We found that 5000 iterations gave a reliable result, see Supplementary Fig . S1.
Anatomical scale of informative areas.
For an eventual BCI implantation, it is desirable to keep the size of the implanted grid as small as possible, which reduces surgical risk. Therefore, we wanted to assess not only where the most informative electrodes where located given the current grid sizes but also what the classification accuracy would be for smaller grids. Therefore, we used a searchlight approach in which we started with a small grid size (only 1 electrode) and then increased the grid size step-by-step, each time with one extra row and column of electrodes (successively the grid size was 1 × 1, 2 × 2, 3 × 3, 4 × 4 etc.), until the real grid size was reached. This was done to find the minimal size of the area that was needed for accurate classification, given that electrodes could not be anywhere, but were restricted to be closely located to each other as would be the case with smaller ECoG grids. Per grid size and per location, we calculated the accuracy score (only for spatial classification). We determined the maximum accuracy score per grid size (best of all sampled locations) to assess the minimally required grid size for accurate classification. Note that for both the searchlight and random search analyses, we used algorithms that were based on leave-one-trial-out cross-validation as these algorithms were designed to be able to work with little data.
Topographical organization of the articulators. While previous research has indicated overlap between the areas that are active during movements of different articulators 35 , the articulators are also known to show a topographical organization in the SMC 25, 35 . We used a procedure described by Bruurmijn and colleagues 36, 37 to normalize the SMC of each subject into an isotropic coordinate system to further investigate the topographical organization of the representation of the different articulator movements. We created a group average activity pattern of the recorded SMC for each articulator movement and each tongue movement. This was done by plotting for each electrode, the r 2 value for each movement within the normalized coordinate system. In addition, we made a winner-takes-all plot, indicating for each electrode, which movement had the highest r 2 -value. Only electrodes with a r 2 -value of more than 0.2 in at least one of the conditions were used for this analysis.
Ethical approval. All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and/or national research committee and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards.
Informed consent. Informed consent was obtained from all individual participants included in the study.
Results
In general, subjects did not report to have any difficulty performing the tasks, except for subject A who reported that the Articulator Task was a little fast. We did not exclude any trials based on performance, however, since performance of most of the movements had to be done with the mouth closed, and performance could not be accurately assessed.
During the first run, 60.94% (39/64), 80.47% (103/128), 87.50% (112/128), and 84.38% (108/128), of all electrodes of subjects A-D, respectively, showed a significant correlation with at least one of the conditions of the Articulator Task. Subject A & B performed this task twice and for the second run 71.88% (46/64) and 92.97% (119/128) of the electrodes were significant for subjects A & B, respectively. For the Tongue Task, 53.12% (34/64), 68.75% (88/128), and 64.84% (83/128) of the electrodes of subjects A, B and D showed a significant correlation with the task. Note that subject C did not perform this task. Subject A & B also performed a run with the tongue outside the mouth, resulting in 51.56% (33/64) and 68.75% (88/128) of the electrodes showing a significant correlation with the task. Subject B performed a second run with the tongue inside the mouth and 64.06% (82/128) of the electrodes were significant. Spatial classification accuracy. When classification was based on only spatial features, average classification accuracy (mean over the four subjects) for the Articulator Task was 92.19% (SD = 6.64, n = 4) for run 1 and 86.25% (SD = 1.77, n = 2) for run 2 (Fig. 1 ). For the Tongue Task the classification accuracy was 84.58% (SD = 6.41, n = 3) for run 1. Only one subject did a second run of this task and had a classification accuracy of 76.25%. For the Tongue Task with the tongue outside the mouth, the mean accuracy was 80.00% (SD = 19.45, n = 2). Classification was significant (p < 0.001) for all subjects, runs and tasks. See Supplementary Fig. S2 for the confusion matrices.
Spatio-temporal classification accuracy. When classification was based on spatio-temporal features, mean classification accuracy was 89.38% (SD = 6.50, n = 4) for run 1 and 87.50% (SD = 3.54, n = 2) for run 2 (Fig. 1) for the Articulator Task. For the Tongue Task the classification accuracy was 80.42% (SD = 9.21, n = 3) for run 1. The one subject who did a second run had a classification accuracy of 75.00%. For the Tongue Task with the tongue outside the mouth the mean accuracy was 81.25% (SD = 15.91, n = 2). Classification was significant (p < 0.001) for all subjects, runs and tasks. See Supplementary Fig. S3 for the confusion matrices. www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ Anatomical localization. Since most participants performed only one run of each task, the next results are based on the first run of each participant. For the participants who performed multiple runs, however, the results of the second run are similar to that of the first, as displayed in the Supplementary Material (Figs S4 & S5) .
The most informative electrodes for classification of articulator movements were more spread out over the sensorimotor cortex than the electrodes that were most informative for classification of tongue movements, which were clustered in the central aspects of the vSMC (Fig. 2) .
Results of the searchlight procedure show for each cortical area sampling size the maximum classification accuracy score that can be obtained. For the Articulator Task, the cortical area necessary for a subject to reach more than 70% accuracy was on average 0.62 cm 2 (SD = 0.40, n = 4), and to reach more that 80% on average 1.18 cm 2 (SD = 0.83, n = 4). For the Tongue Task, 0.87 cm 2 (SD = 0.31, n = 3) was needed to reach 70% accuracy and 1.05 cm 2 (SD = 0.21, n = 2) to reach 80% accuracy ( Fig. 3 ; note that subject A did not reach 80% for tongue movement directions). These results suggest that the cortical foci (i.e. electrodes) that contain information about movements of different articulators or different tongue directions are relatively close together.
Visual inspection of the location of the most informative electrodes, as obtained in the searchlight procedure, shows that the cortical area that can be used for classification of different articulator movements is larger than the area for different tongue direction movements ( Fig. 4) . Some areas contribute both to articulator and tongue movement classification, which suggests that within the same small ECoG grid, classification of both different articulator movements and different tongue movement directions can be accurate.
Topographical organization of the articulators. For each articulator movement and tongue movement
direction, we investigated where on the sensorimotor cortex the related activity was located ( Fig. 5 ; for individual subject maps see Supplementary Fig. S6) . For both the different articulator movements and the different tongue movement directions, we found much overlap. Yet, there seemed to be a topographical organization of articulator representation, with a ventral to dorsal representation of the jaw, larynx, tongue, lips and again larynx. For the different tongue movements, the topographical ordering was less clear (especially in S1) although within M1 the leftward movements seemed to be located somewhat posterior-ventral whereas rightward movements were located more anterior-dorsal. The upward movements seemed to be somewhat more ventral and the downward movements somewhat more dorsal. Note however, that these results are based only on the first run, since only a limited number of participants performed additional runs, and that not all sampled areas were covered by all subjects.
Discussion
In this study, we showed that with a very straightforward and robust classification procedure, movements of different articulators can be distinguished from each other using HD-ECoG signals. In addition, we found that different movement directions of the tongue can also be distinguished. Both articulator and tongue movements can be classified from a small patch of cortical area (ca. 1 cm 2 ). Accurate classification was accomplished using only spatial information (spatial classification). Adding time as a feature of the classification (spatio-temporal classification) did not lead to much higher classification accuracies. This may be explained by a jitter in the onset times of movements within the same class and in the associated neural responses. Correcting for variations in neural activity onset may potentially lead to even better classification than we currently obtained (see for instance 7 ). Finally, visual inspection of the activity patterns for each articulator movement and tongue movement direction Classification was based on all electrodes that showed a significant relation to the task. Runs are indicated on the x-axis and the classification accuracy is indicated on the y-axis. In the upper panel, the spatial classification accuracies are shown. In the lower panel, the accuracies for spatio-temporal classification are given. The red line indicates the chance level of 25%. Note that not all subjects performed two runs and subject (C) only performed the articulator movement task.
suggests a topographical ordering, most clearly for the movements of different articulators, with a ventral to dorsal ordering of the jaw, larynx, the tongue, lips and a second area for larynx, respectively.
Overall, the repeated runs yielded similar classification results, although the classification scores of the second run were generally somewhat lower, possibly due to fatigue and associated suboptimal task compliance. Since we were not able to correct for performance (as most movements were invisible from the outside), we cannot rule out that task performance may have caused potential differences in classification accuracy between runs or between subjects. For the articulator movements, subject A indicated to sometimes have difficulty making the movements in time, which may explain partly why the scores were somewhat lower for that subject than for the other subjects. Alternatively, differences in electrode coverage may be associated with variability in classification accuracy between subjects. Indeed, for the two subjects (A & B) who performed one run of tongue movements outside the mouth, there was no noticeable difference in performance and both participants were very accurate, but classification accuracy was substantially lower in subject A. Further investigations as to where these inter-subject differences originate are needed. Since there is a correspondence between ECoG broadband activity and fMRI BOLD responses 38, 39 and since indeed the current results correspond well with earlier fMRI results 18 , pre-surgical fMRI investigations may elucidate what factors influence inter-subject differences in classification results.
Electrodes that were most informative for distinguishing different articulators covered a larger area of the sensorimotor cortex and were less clustered than those most informative for the classification of tongue movements, which were somewhat clustered in the central aspects of the SMC (similar as in 40 ). Yet, a large cortical area is not required for high classification scores: accurate classification was obtained from areas of approximately 1 cm 2 . This indicates that small patches of the sensorimotor cortex contain information about movements of different articulators or different movement directions of the tongue. The area that can be used for grid placement leading to accurate classification was more concise for tongue movements than for articulator movements. Importantly however, our results suggest that classification of both different articulator movements and different tongue movement directions can be accurate from small cortical areas in similar locations.
The current results are in agreement with a previous fMRI study that showed that lip, tongue, jaw and larynx movements can be distinguished from each other based on sensorimotor cortex activity 18 , albeit with a different recording modality and less cortical coverage (limited to the skull-lining surface). In addition, our finding that different tongue movement directions have distinguishable representations agrees with single cell recordings in primates that have shown different neurons to be related to different movements of the tongue. Stimulation of some neurons for instance resulted in tongue protrusion whereas stimulation of other neurons resulted in retraction 41 . Furthermore, some neurons showed significantly different firing rates for tongue protrusion in different directions 42 . Here we extend those results by showing that different movement directions can be measured from the human SMC using surface electrode recordings of relatively large neuronal ensembles. These results also agree with previous investigations that suggest that, during speech, different positions of the same articulator (i.e. the tongue) lead to different SMC activity patterns 19, 20 . For speech-BCI applications it is important to target the cortical areas that contain information about speech movements of both between and within articulators. The current results may benefit the development of speech-BCIs by providing insights in where and how neural activity of different articulators and different movements of the same articulator are represented in the SMC. Furthermore, in agreement to earlier fMRI studies 43 we found that distinctive information about articulator movements and tongue movement directions can be extracted from both the left and right hemisphere, suggesting that the representation of articulator movements is bilateral.
We found significant overlap in the location of neural activation associated with the movements of different articulators. Visual inspection of the group activity patterns, however, revealed a ventral-dorsal topographical www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ ordering in the neural activity hotspots for the different articulator movements, with the jaw and larynx mostly ventral, the tongue superior to that and the lips and a second area for larynx mostly dorsal. Note however, that these results are based on a group map in which not all areas are equally covered by all subjects and that these results are open for interpretation. These results are similar, however, to those of previous studies with respect to the notion of the two larynx areas 25, 44 and the localization of the tongue in the middle of the vSMC 25, 35, 44 . Jaw-related activity, however, was found along the central sulcus with the highest activity mostly ventral, while www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ Figure 5 . Representations of neural responses during different movements. In the top panels (a,b), the average representation of different articulator and tongue movements is shown on an inflated and normalized brain surface with darker colors indicating the sulcus and lighter colors indicating the surface (for anatomical reference of these matrices see Bruurmijn et al. 36, 37 ). Each colored square indicates one electrode. The left side of each plot indicates the precentral gyrus (M1) and the right side the postcentral gyrus (S1), also for subject D in whom the right hemisphere was recorded. The dashed line indicates the central sulcus. Colors indicate for each electrode which movement had the highest r 2 -value in a winner takes all fashion. For the top panel plots (a,b), electrodes with an r 2 -value less than 0.2 are not shown as they were not included in the winner-takes-all analysis. The coordinates on the x-axis and y-axis indicate the number of 'tiles' in the anterior-posterior and ventral-dorsal direction, respectively. Each tile represents about 1 mm of inflated cortex. In the lower panels (c,d), the average of the r 2 -values per movement are shown. Results are based on the first run of each participant and task. See Supplementary Fig. S6 www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ some other studies found this to be more dorsal to the tongue area 25, 35 . This discrepancy may be caused by methodological differences: in our study, people had to clench the jaw, while in the other studies, the jaw was opened instead of closed. Stimulation results 44 indeed support the notion of jaw activity along the central sulcus, also ventrally, similar to what we found. For the lips, we found a similar location with respect to the ventral-dorsal ordering as a previous study 25 , but the activity hotspot was more in the precentral gyrus in our study, whereas Bouchard et al. 25 found it to be more in the postcentral gyrus. Again, task differences may have caused this discrepancy: we used lip protrusion whereas Bouchard et al. 25 used speech movements. In conclusion, the location of neural activity associated with non-speech articulator movements demonstrated in the current study corresponds well to that of speech movements shown in earlier work. Therefore, the current results may be beneficial also for speech-BCI applications that aim to target cortical areas that contain information about different articulators.
For the different tongue movements, the topographical representation was less clear than for the articulators (especially in S1) and we found a large overlap in the neural patterns for different tongue movements. However, although the results may have been driven more by some subjects than by others due to differences in the sampled area (see also Supplementary Fig. S6 ), there seemed to be some spatial ordering of the representation of different directions of tongue movement within M1. Future research with more participants may indicate if a topographical ordering for different tongue directions indeed exists in the SMC.
The current results are of interest for the development of implantable BCIs in general and speech BCIs in particular. First, a fundamental issue in the development of implantable BCIs is to define the areas that need to be targeted for the system to perform accurately, and without confounds of responding to external stimuli (e.g. auditory). Our results provide insight in where information about different articulators and different tongue movements are most strongly represented and estimate that with small electrode grids in the SMC region (ca. 1 cm 2 ), we are able to get high classification results. These results are important since a smaller implant poses significantly less risk and burden of the surgical procedure 45 . Obviously, with a smaller grid, precise placement becomes increasingly important. Preoperative fMRI may be used to define the optimal target location. This method has been successfully used previously for hand movements 10 and visual responses 46 . Whether or not fMRI is a suitable technique to localize the target locations for a speech BCI remains to be determined. In addition, since the hotspots of articulator movement neural activity can be relatively small (ca. 1 cm), we would like to stress the importance of HD-electrode grids for classification of articulator movements. Clinical electrode grids typically have an interelectrode distance of 1 cm, which leads to significant spatial under-sampling, which most likely hampers our ability to distinguish different articulator movements from one another. Indeed, the importance of HD-grids has also been pointed out in previous speech-BCI studies 14, 15 . Second, our results suggest that multiple degrees of freedom can be extracted from a small cortical area, which might potentially benefit current BCI systems. A previously described home based BCI system by Vansteensel and colleagues 10 for instance, contrasts SMC activity during attempted hand movement against rest and has been shown to be very reliable 10 . However, this system makes use of simple control signals (1 degree of freedom) which limits the speed of communication (2-3 letters per minute). Here we showed that a system such as described by Vansteensel and colleagues 10 may be extended with more degrees of freedom by using vSMC activity related to articulator and tongue movements. This may potentially increase the control speed of such BCIs. Finally, a recent study reported encouraging decoding of speech from perisylvian areas including premotor, SMC and temporal regions 17 . The current study focused on SMC (to exclude contributions of auditory processing of own and other's speech) and on discrimination of discrete movements. The complementary findings encourage further investigation into region-specific, high-density ECoG grids combined with advanced decoding approaches 17, 47 for restoring communication in LIS.
It is important to note that replication of these experiments with attempted movements is needed since current results might be influenced by, for instance, sensory feedback which is not present for attempted movements. Earlier studies on this topic with hand movements, however, showed that indeed neural signal changes associated with attempted movements correspond well to those of actual movements, despite the absence of sensory feedback 36, 48 . This suggests that the current results bear relevance for BCI applications where no sensory feedback is available. Finally, it is important to test how the current results relate to real time applications in which subjects receive feedback on the classification performance. It has been suggested for instance that neural feedback may improve classification accuracies 49, 50 .
Conclusion
We demonstrate here that with high-density subdural ECoG recordings from the sensorimotor cortex surface, movements of different articulators can be distinguished from each other based on neural activity. In addition, we showed that different movements of one articulator (the tongue) can be classified with high accuracy. Both between and within articulator movements can be classified from a very small cortical area (ca. 1 cm 2 ). These findings are of relevance for the development of speech-BCIs that aim to provide people with severe paralysis a muscle-independent tool for communication.
